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FIG. 1 
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FIG. 2 

(1) Flowchart of process in the program data recording means 21 

Broadcasting station terminals 1 

A) Broadcast schedule recording means 21a S1 O 

Record broadcast schedule data file in timetable 11a. 

S11 B) Subject matter recording means 21b. 

Record program guide data file in subject matter table 11b 

(2) Flowchart of process in the user contract recording means 22 

USer terminals 2 

A) User recording means 22a S2O 

Record user registration data auto-numbered with 
a user code in the user table 12a. 

Data management terminal 7 

B) Contract time recording means 22b S21 

linput contract time and add to remaining contract time 
in the user table 12a. Update remaining contract time 
in the user table 12a. Record remaining contract time 
in the usage fees table 12b. 
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FIG 3 
(3) Flowchart of process in the program data search means 23 
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FIG, 4 

(4) Financial tabulation recording means 24 

From S31, S32, S33, and S34 

A) Search tabulation recording means 24a S4O 

Obtain user attribute data from the user 
table 1.2a. Increment and update the Search 
number in the search tabulation table 12C, 
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Yes 
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Yes 
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end Web page. 
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SYSTEM FOR SEARCHING TV PROGRAM 
DATAVATHE INTERNET 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a system for searching TV 

program datavia the Internet, and particularly to a system that 
manages TV program data received from broadcasting sta 
tions and provides users with TV program data and tabulated 
data of searches performed by the user on the TV program 
data. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Examples of media used conventionally to provide users 

with information on TV programs include advertisements on 
TV programs and TV guide magazines. Advertisements of 
TV programs include those that are broadcast during station 
breaks between programs and those broadcast during a pro 
gram to advertise upcoming programs in the series. However, 
the time period in which programs are advertised is deter 
mined by the broadcasting stations and, due to the varied 
lifestyles of viewers and the limitations of broadcasting 
times, it is not possible to reach all viewers with this adver 
tising method. 

While TV guide magazines are not restricted by time, as are 
the TV program advertisements, they have less impact on the 
viewers than the TV program advertisements because the 
magazines cannot include video or Sound. 

Further, viewer percentages for TV programs are obtained 
for periods during and at the end of a broadcast. This data is 
published after the program has been aired. However, an 
index showing the interest of viewers for programs to be 
broadcast in the future is not available. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present 
invention to provide a system for searching TV program data, 
which system manages TV program data received from 
broadcasting stations via the Internet and provides users with 
the TV program data and tabulated data on searches that 
viewers have performed on the TV program data. 

These objects and others will be attained by a system for 
searching TV program data via the Internet for managing TV 
program data Supplied by broadcasting stations via the Inter 
net and providing TV program data and tabulated data on 
results of searching the TV program data to a user. 
The system comprises broadcasting station terminals pro 

vided for broadcasting stations Supplying the TV program 
data; user terminals for receiving the TV program data; and a 
data management apparatus connected to the broadcasting 
station terminals and user terminals via the Internet. 
The data management apparatus comprises a communica 

tion connection controller connected to the Internet via a 
firewall; a database; a web server that receives via the Internet 
search requirements from the user terminals and transmits via 
the Internet results of searching the database; a database 
server for searching and updating the database; a data man 
agement terminal for managing the database; and a central 
processing controller. 
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2 
The database comprises a program data database including 

a timetable for recording data of the broadcasting schedule 
for TV programs, and a subject matter table for storing pro 
gram guide data; a user table for recording user registration 
data of users searching the TV program data; a usage fees 
table for recording usage data of the users; and a user database 
formed of a search tabulation table for recording tabulation 
data of searches performed by the user. 
The central processing controller comprises program data 

recording means that includes broadcasting schedule record 
ing means for receiving entry requirements from the broad 
casting station terminals and recording broadcasting schedule 
data in the timetable and Subject matter recording means for 
recording program guide data in the Subject matter table; user 
contract recording means that includes user registration 
means for receiving requirements from user terminals and 
recording user registration data in the user table and contract 
time recording means for receiving requirements from the 
data management terminal and storing contract time data in 
the user table and the usage fees table; program data searching 
means for receiving requirements from the user terminals and 
searching for broadcasting schedule data and program guide 
data recorded in the program data database; and tabulation 
usage fees recording means that includes search tabulation 
recording means for recording the search tabulation data in a 
search tabulation table, the search tabulation data being the 
number of searches performed on TV program data recorded 
in the timetable by the program data searching means and 
tabulated according to broadcasting date, user attributes, pro 
gram category, and program, and usage fees data recording 
means for recording usage fees data for searching TV pro 
gram data in the usage fees table. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, the 
program data searching means comprises month specific 
searching means for searching the timetable for broadcasting 
schedule data and program guide data according to a specified 
broadcast month; day specific searching means for searching 
the timetable for broadcasting schedule data and program 
guide data according to a specified broadcast day; program 
category specific searching means for searching the timetable 
for broadcasting schedule data and program guide data 
according to a specified program category; and station data 
access ratio searching means for calculating the access ratio 
of program data according to programs by user attributes, 
programs by program category, and program according to 
tabulated search data recorded in the search tabulation table 
by the search tabulation recording means and searching the 
search tabulation data in the reverse order of the program data 
access ratio. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, the 
TV program data includes television program data of Internet 
TV broadcasting stations that broadcast via the Internet. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is an explanatory diagram showing the construction 

ofa system of the present invention for searching TV program 
data via the Internet; 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing the process flow in a central 
processing controller of the present invention; 

FIG.3 is a flowchart showing the process flow in a central 
processing controller of the present invention; and 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing the process flow in a central 
processing controller of the present invention. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

A system for searching TV program data via the Internet 
according to preferred embodiments of the present invention 
will be described while referring to the accompanying draw 
ings. FIG. 1 is an explanatory diagram showing the construc 
tion of a system 100 of the present invention for searching TV 
program data via the Internet. 
As shown in FIG. 1, the system 100 includes broadcasting 

station terminals 1 provided for broadcasting stations Supply 
ing the TV program data; user terminals 2 for receiving the 
TV program data; and a data management apparatus 50 con 
nected to the broadcasting station terminals 1 and user termi 
nals 2 via the Internet. 
The data management apparatus includes a communica 

tion connection controller 4 having a firewall for connecting 
the system 100 to the Internet; a database 10; a web server 5 
that receives via the Internet search requirements from the 
user terminals 2 and transmits via the Internet results of 
searching the database 10; a database server 6 for searching 
and updating the database 10; a data management terminal 7 
for managing the database 10; and a central processing con 
troller 20. In addition a LAN 8 is provided to connect the 
communication connection controller 4, the web server 5, and 
the database 10 to each other. 

The database includes a program data database 11 com 
prising a timetable 11a for recording data of the broadcasting 
schedule for TV programs and a subject matter table 11b for 
storing program guide data; a user database 12 formed of a 
user table 12a for recording user registration data of users 
searching the TV program data, a usage fees table 12b for 
recording usage data of the users; and a search tabulation 
table 12c for recording tabulation data of searches performed 
by the users. 

The time table 11a records broadcast schedule data. Data 
stored in the timetable 11a includes year and month search 
keys comprising a broadcasting station code, broadcast year 
and month, broadcast starting time, broadcast day of the 
week, and broadcast day; broadcast year, month, and day 
search keys comprising a broadcasting station code, broad 
cast year, month, and day, broadcast day of the week, and 
broadcast starting time; program search keys comprising 
broadcast codes, program category codes, and program 
codes; and program titles, program times, and Subject matter 
codes are stored in a data section. 
The program category codes are set to Such broad catego 

ries as sports, music, serial shows, movies, comedies, docu 
mentaries, specials, and new programs. Codes are further set 
for more specific categories on two levels under these broad 
categories. 
The subject matter table 11b records program guide data. 

Data stored in the subject matter table 11b includes subject 
matter search keys comprising broadcasting station codes and 
Subject matter codes; and a station guide employing audio and 
Video stored in the data section. 
The user database 12 is configured of a user table 12a, a 

usage fees table 12b, and a search tabulation table 12c. 
The user table 12a records user registration data. The user 

table 12a stores user codes belonging to the search key section 
and user attribute data belonging to the data section, including 
the user name, address, telephone number, remaining time on 
contract, sex, age, and occupation. 
The usage fees table 12b records usage data. The usage fees 

table 12b stores user codes belonging to the search key sec 
tion and Such data belonging to the data section as the process 
category, search start year, month, and day, search start time, 
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4 
search end year, month, and day, search end time, length of 
search time, and remaining time on contract. The process 
category is set to “contract when entering a contract time and 
to "search' when searching for program data. 
The search tabulation table 12c records search tabulation 

data. The search tabulation table 12c stores broadcast date 
data belonging to the search key section and comprising 
broadcast year, month, and day and broadcast day of the 
week; user attribute data comprising the user's sex, age, and 
occupation; search tabulation keys including program data 
comprising a broadcasting station code, program category 
code, and program code; and number of searches belonging to 
the data section. 

In response to request signals received from the broadcast 
ing station terminals 1, user terminals 2, and data manage 
ment terminal 7 via the Internet 3. The central processing 
controller 20 searches and updates the database 10. The pro 
cedure for searching and updating the database 10 will be 
described next with reference to the diagrams. FIGS. 2, 3, and 
4 show the flow of processes in the central processing con 
troller 20 of the present invention. The process flow is con 
figured of the following four procedures. 
The central processing controller 20 includes program data 

recording means 21 that includes broadcasting schedule 
recording means 21a for receiving entry requirements from 
the broadcasting station terminals and recording broadcasting 
schedule data in the timetable, and Subject matter recording 
means 21b for recording program guide data in the Subject 
matter table. 
The central processing controller 20 further includes user 

contract recording means 22 that includes user registration 
means 22a for receiving requirements from user terminals 
and recording user registration data in the user table and 
contract time recording means 22b for receiving require 
ments from the data management terminal and storing con 
tract time data in the user table and the usage fees table. 
The central processing controller 20 further includes a 

program data search means 23 comprising month specific 
searching means 23a for searching the timetable for broad 
casting schedule data and program guide data according to a 
specified broadcast month; day specific searching means 23b 
for searching the timetable for broadcasting schedule data 
and program guide data according to a specified broadcast 
day; program category specific Searching means 23c for 
searching the timetable for broadcasting schedule data and 
program guide data according to a specified program cat 
egory; and station data access ratio searching means 23d for 
searching search tabulation data recorded in the search tabu 
lation table. 
The central processing controller 20 further includes tabu 

lation usage fees recording means 24 comprising search tabu 
lation recording means 24.a for recording the tabulation data 
for searches on TV program data in the search tabulation table 
after the program data search means 23 is executed, and usage 
fees data recording means 24b for recording usage fees 
charged for searching TV program data in the usage fees 
table. 

First, the terminal ID and password input from the broad 
casting station terminals 1, user terminals 2, or data manage 
ment terminal 7 are verified to determine user authorization. 
If the ID and password are authorized, then a web page 
corresponding to the selection input in the menu is transmit 
ted. Next, the process of the program data recording means 21 
will be described. 

In the process of the broadcast schedule recording means 
21a (S10), a web page for recording the broadcast schedule is 
transmitted to the broadcasting station terminal 1 in response 
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to a signal requesting a to record a broadcast schedule. A 
broadcast data file is received from the broadcasting station 
terminal 1 and recorded in the timetable 11a. As described 
above, the file stores the year and month search keys com 
prising the broadcasting station code, broadcast year and 
month, broadcast starting time, broadcast day of the week, 
and broadcast day; broadcast year, month, and day search 
keys comprising a broadcasting station code, broadcast year, 
month, and day, broadcast day of the week, and broadcast 
starting time; program search keys comprising broadcast 
codes, program category codes, and program codes; and pro 
gram titles, program times, and Subject matter codes are 
stored in a data section. After recording the data, a web page 
indicating that the broadcast schedule recording process has 
completed is transmitted to the broadcasting station terminal 
1. 
When the user of the broadcasting station terminal 1 selects 

“end” a web page displaying a menu of selections is trans 
mitted to the broadcasting station terminal 1. 

In the process of the Subject matter recording means 21b 
(S11), a web page for recording Subject matter is transmitted 
to the broadcasting station terminal 1 in response to a signal 
requesting to record Such data is received therefrom. A pro 
gram guide data file is received and recorded in the Subject 
matter table 11b. The file includes the subject matter search 
keys comprising broadcasting station codes and Subject mat 
ter codes; and a station guide employing audio and video 
stored in the data section. After recording is completed, a web 
page indicating that the recording process has completed is 
transmitted to the broadcasting station terminal 1. 
When the user of the broadcasting station terminal 1 selects 

“end” a web page displaying a menu of selections is trans 
mitted to the broadcasting station terminal 1. 

In the process of the user recording means 22a (S20), a user 
registration web page is transmitted to the user terminal 2 in 
response to a signal by the user requesting to register. The user 
enters such registration data as user name, address, telephone 
number, sex, age, and occupation. The registration data is 
received and an auto-numbered user code for the search key 
section is stored along with the registration data for the data 
section in the user table 12a. A web page showing an edited 
display of the user code and the user registration data and 
indicating the end of the user registration process is transmit 
ted to the user terminal 2. 
When the user of the broadcasting station terminal 1 selects 

“end” a web page displaying a menu of selections is trans 
mitted to the broadcasting station terminal 1. 

In the process of the contract time recording means 22b 
(S21), a web page for recording the contract date and input 
ting a user code is transmitted to the data management termi 
nal 7 in response to a signal requesting to enter Such data. 
After receiving input of the user code and contract year, 
month, and day from the data management terminal 7, the 
user table 12a is searched using the input user code as a search 
key. The user code and user registration data including the 
user name, address, telephone number, remaining time on 
contract, sex, age, and occupation stored in the user table 12a 
is edited and output on a web page for recording and inputting 
the contract time. This web page is transmitted to the data 
management terminal 7. After receiving a contract time input 
from the data management terminal 7, this input contract time 
is added to the remaining contract time in the user table 12a, 
and the user table 12a is updated. The user code, the process 
category set to “contract, the search start time set to the 
contract year, month, and day, and the added remaining con 
tract time are recorded in the usage fees table 12b. A web page 
showing an edited display of the user code and the user 
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6 
registration data and indicating the end of the contract time 
registration process is transmitted to the user terminal 2. 
When the user of the broadcasting station terminal 1 selects 

“end” a web page displaying a menu of selections is trans 
mitted to the broadcasting station terminal 1. 

In the user code input process (S30), a web page for input 
ting a user code is transmitted to the user terminal 2 in 
response to a signal from the user terminal 2 requesting to 
search program data. After receiving the user code input from 
the user terminal 2, the user table 12a is searched using this 
user code as a search key. Further checks are performed on the 
user code registration and remaining contract time. If the 
contract has not expired, then the user makes a selection from 
among the month specific search means 23a, broadcast day 
specific search means 23b, program category selection search 
means 23c, and program data access ratio search means 23d. 
The time elapsed during searches is monitored by acquir 

ing the system date and system time during the process per 
formed by the program data search means 23. When the 
remaining time on the contract expires, a web page indicating 
that the contract has expired for using the TV program search 
system is transmitted to the user terminal 2 and the process of 
the program data search means 23 is interrupted. 

In the process of the month specific search means 23a 
(S31), a web page for specifying a month of program data is 
transmitted to the user terminal 2 in response to a signal from 
the user terminal 2 requesting Such a search. After receiving 
the year and month search start key input from the user 
terminal 2, including the broadcasting station code and broad 
casting year and month, the timetable 11a is searched based 
on this data to acquire broadcast schedule data comprising the 
broadcast start time, day of the week, day, program code, 
program title, and program time. A web page for searching 
program data, Specifying a month, or selecting a program is 
transmitted to the user terminal 2. The web page shows an 
edited display of the year and month search start key data as 
the header with the program code, program title, and program 
time listed according to broadcast start time, day of the week, 
and date. After receiving a selection of program search key 
data from the user terminal 2 comprising a broadcasting sta 
tion code, program category code, and program code, the 
timetable 11a is searched to acquire Subject matter search key 
data and the subject matter table 11b is searched to acquire a 
program guide. Next, a web page indicating completion of the 
program data search and selection outputting the audio and 
Video of the program guide is transmitted to the user terminal 
2, and the search tabulation record process in S40 is executed. 

In the process of the broadcast day specific search means 
23b (S32), a web page for performing a broadcast date spe 
cific program data search is transmitted to the user terminal 2 
in response to a signal there from requesting Such a search. 
After receiving input from the user terminal 2 that includes 
year, month, and day search start key data comprising a 
broadcasting station code and broadcast year, month, and day, 
the timetable 11a is searched to obtain broadcast schedule 
data comprising the broadcast day of the week, the broadcast 
start time, and the program title and time. A web page for 
searching program data, specifying the broadcast day, and 
selecting a program is output to the user terminal 2. The web 
page shows an edited display of program titles and times 
according to the broadcast start time with a header containing 
the date search start key data and broadcast day of the week. 
After receiving a selection of program search key data from 
the user terminal 2 comprising a broadcasting station code, 
program category code, and program code, the timetable 11a 
is searched to acquire Subject matter search key data and the 
Subject matter table 11b is searched to acquire a program 
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guide. Next, a web page indicating completion of the program 
data searchand selection outputting the audio and video of the 
program guide is transmitted to the user terminal 2, and the 
search tabulation record process in S40 is executed. 

In the process of the program category selection search 
means 23c (S33), a web page for searching program data and 
selecting a program category is transmitted to the user termi 
nal 2 in response to a signal requesting Such a search. After 
receiving a selection from the user terminal 2 for program 
search start key data comprising a broadcasting station code, 
the timetable 11a is searched to obtain a program category 
code. A web page for searching program data and selecting a 
program category is sent to the user terminal 2. The web page 
displays an edited list of program category codes with the 
broadcasting station code as the header. After receiving a 
selection of program search key data from the user terminal 2 
comprising a broadcasting station code, program category 
code, and program code, the timetable 11a is searched to 
acquire the program title and time and the broadcast day of the 
week and year, month, and day. Next, a web page for search 
ing program data, selecting a program category, and selecting 
a program is transmitted to the user terminal 2. The web page 
displays an edited list of programs comprising program titles, 
broadcast days of the week and dates, and broadcast start 
times with a header containing the broadcasting station code 
and program category code. After receiving a selection from 
the user terminal 2 for the program search key data compris 
ing the broadcasting station code, program category code, 
and program code, the timetable 11a is searched to obtain the 
Subject matter search key data, and the Subject matter table 
11b is searched to obtain a program guide. Next, a web page 
indicating completion of the program data search and selec 
tion outputting the audio and video of the program guide is 
transmitted to the user terminal 2, and the search tabulation 
record process in S40 is executed. 

In the program data access ratio search means 23d (S34), a 
web page for searching program data access ratios is trans 
mitted to the user terminal 2 in response to a signal requesting 
Such a search. After receiving input from the user terminal 2 
comprising the broadcast period and user attribute data, 
search tabulation data between the start and end date input for 
the broadcast period is extracted from the search tabulation 
table 12c. The number of search hits for data having the same 
user attribute data, broadcast data, and TV program data is 
tabulated based on the input user attribute data. The program 
data access ratio (program data access ratio=search number+ 
user table record numberx100) is found for the search tabu 
lation data. The data is sorted based on the reverse order of the 
access ratio found. Next, a program data access ratio search 
end web page is transmitted to the user terminal 2. The web 
page displays an edited list of program data access ratios with 
a header containing the broadcast period and user attributes. 
The search tabulation record process in S40 is executed. 
The process of the search tabulation recording means 24a 

(S40) is performed after the process executed by the program 
data search means 23. Here, the user table 12a is searched 
using the user code input in S30 as the search key data, and the 
user attribute data, including the user's sex, age, and occupa 
tion, is extracted. The search tabulation table 12c is searched 
using search key data of the search tabulation key, including 
user attributes, broadcast day data comprising the broadcast 
date and day of the week acquired by the usage fees tabulation 
recording means 24, and program data comprising the broad 
casting station code, program category code, and program 
code. The number of searches is incremented by 1 and the 
search tabulation table 12c is updated. 
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When the user of the broadcasting station terminal 1 selects 

“end” a web page displaying a menu of selections is trans 
mitted to the broadcasting station terminal 1. When “end” is 
selected on the web page, the usage fees data recording pro 
cess of S41 is performed. 
The process in S41 is performed by the usage fees data 

recording means 24b following the process of the usage fees 
tabulation recording means 24. The user table 12a is searched 
using the user code input in S30 as the search key data. The 
remaining contract time in the user table 12a is updated after 
subtracting the search time of searches performed by the 
usage fees tabulation recording means 24 from the remaining 
contract time. The user code, process category setto 'search.” 
search start date and time and end date and time and search 
duration for searching with the usage fees tabulation record 
ing means 24, and the calculated remaining contract time are 
recorded in the usage fees table 12b. A TV program data 
search system end webpage is transmitted to the user terminal 
2. 

While the invention has been described in detail with ref 
erence to specific embodiments thereof, it would be apparent 
to those skilled in the art that many modifications and varia 
tions may be made therein without departing from the spirit of 
the invention, the scope of which is defined by the attached 
claims. 
The system for searching TV program data via the Internet 

of the present invention can target users having a wide variety 
of lifestyles and enables such users to select and search TV 
program data of their interest via the Internet at a time Suiting 
their lifestyles. 

Further, the functions for searching TV program data of the 
present invention include searching TV programs not only in 
the range of one day or one week, but also in the range of one 
month. If the name of the program is not known, the user can 
specify the genre of the program to find that program’s name 
and broadcast date and time. 

Unlike conventional TV program data, the present inven 
tion enables users to search TV program data prior to the 
program's broadcast to find programs of a high interest for 
use as statistical data. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for searching TV program data via the Internet 

for managing TV program data Supplied by broadcasting 
stations via the Internet and providing TV program data and 
tabulated data on results of searching the TV program data to 
a user, the system comprising: 

broadcasting station terminals provided for broadcasting 
stations Supplying the TV program data; 

user terminals for receiving the TV program data; and 
a data management apparatus connected to the broadcast 

ing station terminals and user terminals via the Internet; 
the data management apparatus comprising: 
a communication connection controller connected to the 

Internet via a firewall; 
a database; 
a web server that receives via the Internet search require 

ments from the user terminals and transmits via the 
Internet results of searching the database; 

a database server for searching and updating the database; 
a data management terminal for managing the database; 

and 
a central processing controller, 
the database comprising: 
a program data database including a timetable for record 

ing data of the broadcasting schedule for TV programs, 
and a Subject matter table for storing program guide 
data; 
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a user table for recording user registration data of users 
searching the TV program data; 

a usage fees table for recording usage data of the users; and 
a user database formed of a search tabulation table for 

recording tabulation data of searches performed by the 
user, 

the central processing controller comprising: 
a program data recording means recorder that includes a 

broadcasting schedule recording means recorder for 
receiving entry requirements from the broadcasting sta 
tion terminals and recording broadcasting schedule data 
in the timetable, and a subject matter recording means 
recorder for recording program guide data in the Subject 
matter table; 

a user contract recording means recorder that includes a 
user registration means register for receiving require 
ments from user terminals and recording user registra 
tion data in the user table and a contract time recording 
means recorder for receiving requirements from the 
data management terminal and storing contract time 
data in the user table and the usage fees table; 

a program data searching means searcher for receiving 
requirements from the user terminals and searching for 
broadcasting schedule data and program guide data 
recorded in the program data database; and 

a tabulation usage fees recording means recorder that 
includes a search tabulation recording means recorder 
for recording the search tabulation data in a search tabu 
lation table, the search tabulation data being the number 
of searches performed on TV program data recorded in 
the timetable by the program data searching means 
searcher and tabulated according to broadcasting date, 
user attributes, program category, and program, and a 
usage fees data recorder recording means for recording 
usage fees data for searching TV program data in the 
usage fees table, 

wherein the program data searcher provides the user with 
data related to searches that other users have performed 
On the TV program data. 

2. A The system for searching TV program data via the 
Internet as recited in claim 1, wherein the program data 
searching means searcher comprises: 
a month specific searching means searcher for searching 

the timetable for broadcasting schedule data and pro 
gram guide data according to a specified broadcast 
month; 

a day specific searching means searcher for searching the 
timetable for broadcasting schedule data and program 
guide data according to a specified broadcast day; 

a program category specific searching means searcher 
for searching the timetable for broadcasting schedule 
data and program guide data according to a specified 
program category; and 

a station data access ratio searching means searcher for 
calculating the access ratio of program data according to 
programs by user attributes, programs by program cat 
egory, and program according to tabulated search data 
recorded in the search tabulation table by the search 
tabulation recording means recorder and searching the 
search tabulation data in the reverse order of the program 
data access ratio. 

3. A The system for searching TV program data via the 
Internet as recited in claim 1, wherein the TV program data 
includes television program data of Internet TV broadcasting 
stations that broadcast via the Internet. 

4. The system of claim I, wherein the program data 
searcher performs searching of at least One selected from a 
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10 
group consisting of TV program data by genre and TV pro 
gram data to find programs of interest prior to broadcast of 
the TV program. 

5. The system of claim I, wherein the usage fees comprise 
user fees for the searches performed by the user: 

6. A system for searching TV program data via the Internet 
for managing TV program data supplied by broadcasting 
stations via the Internet and providing TV program data and 
tabulated data based on the results by searching the TV pro 
gram data by a user, the system comprising: 

broadcasting station terminals provided for broadcasting 
stations supplying the TV program data, 

user terminals for receiving the TV program data, 
and a data management apparatus connected to the broad 

casting station terminals and user terminals via the 
Internet, 

the data management apparatus comprising: 
a communication connection controller connected to the 

Internet via a firewall; 
a database, 
a web server that receives via the Internet search require 

ments from the user terminals and transmits via the 
Internet results of searching the database, 

a database server for searching and updating the data 
base, 

a database management terminal for managing the data 
base, and 

a central processing controller, 
the database comprising: 

a program data database including a timetable for record 
ing data of the broadcasting schedule for TV programs, 
a subject matter table for storing program guide data, 
and data including the number of prior searches having 
the same TV program data, 

a user database including: 
a user table for recording user registration data of users 

searching the TV program data, wherein the user regis 
tration data includes at least one of the user's sex, age or 
Occupation, 

the central processing controller comprising: 
a program data recorder that includes a broadcasting 

schedule recorder for receiving entry requirements from 
the broadcasting station terminals and recording broad 
casting schedule data in the timetable and a subject 
matter recorder for recording program guide data in the 
subject matter table, 

a user register for receiving requirements from user termi 
inals and recording said user registration data in the user 
table, 

a program data searcher for receiving requirements from 
the user terminals and from the user register and search 
ing for broadcasting schedule data, program guide data 
recorded in the program data database, and data includ 
ing the number of prior searches having the same TV 
program data, 

wherein the program data searcher provides the user with 
data related to searches that other users have performed 
On the TV program data. 

7. The system for searching TV program data via the Inter 
net as recited in claim 6, wherein the program data searcher 
comprises a month specific searcher for searching the time 
table for broadcasting schedule data and program guide data 
according to a specified broadcast month, a day specific 
searcher for searching the timetable for broadcasting sched 
ule data and program guide data according to a specified 
broadcast day, a program category specific searcher for 
searching the timetable for broadcasting schedule data and 
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program guide data according to a specified program cat 
egory, and a station data access ratio searcher for calculating 
an access ratio of program data according to programs by 
user attributes, programs by program category, and programs 
according to tabulated search data recorded in a search tabu 
lation table by a search tabulation recorder; and searching 
the search tabulation data in the reverse Order of the program 
data access ratio. 

8. The system for searching TV program data via the Inter 
net as recited in claim 6, wherein the TV program data 
includes television program data of Internet TV broadcasting 
stations that broadcast via the Internet. 

9. The system for searching TV program data via the Inter 
net as recited in claim 6, wherein the database includes a 
usage fees table for recording usage data of the users, and 

a search tabulation table for recording tabulation data of 
searches performed by the user. 

10. The system for searching TV program data via the 
Internet as recited in claim 6, wherein the central processing 
controller comprises a user contract recorder that includes a 
contract time recorder for receiving requirements from the 
data management terminal and storing contract time data in 
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12 
the user table and the usage fees table, a tabulation usage fees 
recorder that includes a search tabulation recorder for 
recording the search tabulation data in a search tabulation 
table, the search tabulation data being the number of 
searches performed on TV program data recorded in the 
timetable by the program data recorder and tabulated 
according to broadcasting date, user attributes, program cat 
egory, and program, and a usage fees data recorder for 
recording usage fees data for searching TV program data in 
the usage fees table. 

11. The system for searching TV program data via the 
Internet as recited in claim 6, wherein the program guide data 
is the data consisting of video data identifying TV programs. 

12. The system for searching TV program data via the 
Internet as recited in claim 6, wherein the program guide data 
is the data including the contents of the TV program. 

13. The system of claim 6, wherein the program data 
searcher performs searching of at least one selected from a 
group consisting of TV program data by genre and TV pro 
gram data to find programs of interest prior to broadcast of 
the TV program. 
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